
Don't Work in the Dark
Get game-changing feedback with our surveys
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about Liz Bentley Associates (on page 3) and our coaching team (on page 4-6).

Leadership Expertise
Based on our cutting edge research to 
accurately measure performance and 
engagement.

Personalized Service
Best in class support throughout the 
design, tracking and analysis of your 
survey results.

Adapt. Innovate. Win.
Our game-changing surveys will give you actionable 

insight into your processes, performance and people.
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Guaranteed Anonymity
To encourage more honest feedback 
than internal surveys provide.

Actionable Insights
To turn the feedback gained into 
concrete goals with the full support 
of our coaching expertise.

Top Reasons To Run a Survey
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 Identify your strengths and face 
your challenges head-on.

 Build stronger leaders and 
more cohesive teams. 

Strengthen your culture by 
giving a voice to everyone and 
sharing your roadmap for 
growth.

The Buzz 
"The analysis and strategies 

we’ve developed through our 
engagement survey has shown 

great results throughout the 
company. Thanks for all your 

support Liz Bentley Associates."

-Joe, CEO

As a boutique firm, we are uniquely positioned to deliver results through our:
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Survey Options

Measure your employees’ engagement with their work, their manager and the 
company in order to drive organizational growth and increase performance.

Choose this to get an annual benchmark of how you are doing at every level 
of your company – managers, teams and departments. Get a read on your 
innovation, culture and leadership in order to build a roadmap for growth. 

Take stock of your progress toward goals with these short, targeted surveys.

Choose this to measure the areas where your leaders/teams have improved 
and where they still need to turn their attention.

Gauge how your managers are training, developing, and recognizing their team.

Choose this as part of our coaching/consulting programs for manager 
development, succession planning, etc.

Gain insight into your company's culture to measure how you are doing at 
creating meaning in the work and connectivity among employees.  

Choose this to ensure you are adapting to changing business environments 
and effectively navigating differences in generational mindsets. 

Employee Engagement Surveys

Pulse & Check-in Surveys

Manager Surveys

Culture Surveys
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About Liz Bentley Associates 

Who We Are
We are a boutique consulting firm that specializes in understanding human 

behavior and helping people rise to higher performance. Our team of highly 

pedigreed professionals delivers best in class service to individuals, teams and 

organizations across all industries and in companies of all sizes. 

What Differentiates Us
LBA differentiates ourselves through extensive knowledge in 3 key areas of talent 

development:

• The Science of Human Behavior

• Business Intelligence

• Sports Performance Model

Liz Bentley successfully launched her company by utilizing her experience in 

sports to help her clients create a winning mindset in order to compete more 

effectively in the business world.  Many members of our LBA team are 

accomplished athletes, and all members draw upon extensive backgrounds in the 

corporate world. Our prior careers include working with Goldman Sachs, 

Deutsche Bank, CBS Network, Oracle, Conde Nast, Moore Capital, ABC/Disney, 

Hearst, R/GA Interactive and NYC Public Schools. 
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